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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Rocks Make the River Sing is joyous and
heartbreaking, funny and frightening. It is a celebration of life, learning, and strength to carry on.
The first story, Love After Life, is a short personal history of the author s family and their poignant
goodbye to parents . This story gives the reader background on a comfortable acceptance of the
inherent tension between science and religion. In this blend of poetry and short stories is a poem
about race in Why I Love Louie, about poverty in Cross My Heart, and teaching with love in the poem
On the Banks of the Boise River. There is a story of gender identity in Transgendered Nylons, of
breast obsession in Boobs, and a wry look at bra-as-flask humor in The Double D Bra Gap Blitz.
Breast cancer becomes an unlikely topic for tender poetry in the Orchid Cloche, as does the
love/hate relationship entitled Chemo: Let Me Count the Ways. Hunting becomes the stage for
endurance and introspection in The Moose Adventure on Diamond Ridge. Canadian Gifts is just one
of...
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Rudolph Jones MD-- Rudolph Jones MD

Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Timmothy Schulist-- Timmothy Schulist
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